
CRUNCH TIME TRASH
TALK
Sorry about the late start here, but I have been
otherwise indisposed for the last day and a half
or so. An old friend was around and we went
walkabout downtown. Among the festivities taken
in was the Phoenix Suns game against the 76ers.
The Suns won, but it was really atrocious
basketball by both teams. The current NBA is
just not very appealing right now. Ugly and
selfish play; little teamwork. It is almost
unwatchable, which is a shame.

As to the oblong ball, there was apparently a
game at Sun Devil Stadium last night. Earlier in
the month, I invited David Dayen, a Michigan
alum, to come over for the big Buffalo Wild
Wings Bowl, but he demurred. Good choice as the
Wolverweenies got their ass kicked by Kansas
State it appears. The game of interest locally
is tomorrow night in So Cal, the Holiday Bowl
with ASU and Texas Tech. ASU looks on paper to
be a solid favorite, but the Red Raiders are
pretty scary and can really score points. Also
tomorrow, Mack Brown’s last game at Texas, with
the Whorens taking on the Quack Attack of
Oregon. Take the Ducks.

Today the biggest game is obviously the Packers
at Bears, but I won’t be able to see that
because I have to watch the Niners slaughter the
paper thin playoff hopes of the Cardinals. Oh
well, GO PACK! Aaron Rodgers is back, hope that
is enough, cause the Pack defense is like Swiss
cheese.

Also exciting, and just about to kick off, is
the Ravens and Bengals. Baltimore has the
pedigree, but I am taking Cinci and Dueling
Dalton here. the Pats should pretty easily put
the Bills out of their misery. And for that
matter, the Eagles should do the same for the
Cowboys.

With a late start and all, I am going to wrap
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this up and we’ll just hit the rest of the games
in comments. Rock on!


